Joint TKNs Annual Meeting
June 18, 2009 – Logistics

Getting Here:
- Directions and Parking: [http://www.rita.dot.gov/contacts/directions.html](http://www.rita.dot.gov/contacts/directions.html) -- this site has driving/parking and metro directions
- We will be meeting at the **New Jersey Ave and M St** lobby (diagonally across from the metro station)
- **If coming from SLA hotels**: take Green line from Convention Center station to Navy Yard station

Getting in the Building:
- Attendees will need to go through Security to get into the building
- **REQUIRED**: One photo ID is required
- Please allow 10-15 minutes to get a badge and go through Security

Luggage Storage:
- Attendees who are headed to the airport after the meeting may bring and store their luggage
- Security has a scanner that is the size of those in Airport Security for carry-ons
- Luggage will be locked in an office for the day

Food:
- Breakfast (7.30a-8.00a) and an afternoon snack (2.30p) will be provided.
- Attendees will need to purchase their lunch from (1) USDOT Cafeteria or (2) one of the local restaurants.

Getting to the airport (Reagan):
- Transportation to Reagan National Airport via taxi or metro is easiest (we can call a taxi for those who need one)
- Metro directions: (a) Take Green line from Navy Yard to L’Enfant Plaza; (b) switch to Yellow line toward Huntington (other side of platform) and take from L’Enfant Plaza to Reagan National Airport station.

Questions:
[Amanda.Wilson@dot.gov](mailto:Amanda.Wilson@dot.gov) or 202-366-2480